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Announcements

Milestone Achieved

1 Million Litres (1000 KLD) of Septage treated at Narsapuram FSTP in Andhra Pradesh on 10th Jan’20.

Mastercise

7 Stories of Women Sanitation Champions from Tamil Nadu - Join the campaign #EachforEqual.

Citywide Inclusive Sanitation in Wai, Maharashtra.

Watch Video:
https://youtu.be/_zKI-7XSLiE

Watch Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcpr4T2B7hw

Work Order Issued

For Faecal Sludge Treatment Plants in 6 cities of Uttar Pradesh namely – Ayodhya, Aligarh, Shajahapur, Pt. Deendayal Upadhyay Nagar, Pilbhit, Moradabad on 16th Jan’20.

Policy & Research


Only Gender Transformation Approaches Can Bridge Water, Sanitation Inequalities—Given that women are the primary ‘users, providers, and managers’ of water and sanitation facilities, their participation in such programmes is necessary, write Tripti Singh & Anju Dwivedi from Centre for Policy Research (CPR), New Delhi.

Read More: https://thewire.in/urban/gender-water-sanitation

Follow us on Twitter: @NFSSM_alliance

Training Programmes

30-31 Jan’20

Innovation and New Knowledge in Water & Sanitation (Virtual)
Organizer: Government of Telangana, ASCI, RICH & Dasra
www.inkwash.in

10th Feb’20

Organizer: NIUA & FINISH Society

Capacity Building

10th Feb’20

Training in inclusive and people centred urban sanitation models.

Workshop/ Conferences

6 Mar’20

6th International Conference on Future of Urban Sanitation in India – Launching FSTPs in a Knowledge Park
Organizer: GNN, HII & BIF

Startup Summit

30-31 Jan’20

Innovation and New Knowledge in Water & Sanitation (Virtual)
Organizer: Government of Telangana, ASCI, RICH & Dasra
www.inkwash.in

16-18 Jan’20

Jan’22

20-22 Feb’20

International Training cum Exposure Visit for Parastatal organizations (PHEO, WATCO) & Municipal Corporation Engineers on O&M of FSTPs in Odisha

5-9 Mar’20

International Training cum Exposure Visit for FSSM was organized in Bangladesh for state and city officials from Uttar Pradesh and National Mission for Clean Ganga.

Mason training programs on ‘Designing & Construction of Onsite Sanitation Systems’ were organized for masons working in Bijnor & Chunar, Uttar Pradesh by CSE.

The objective was to develop the skills of workers in designing ideal onsite sanitation systems as per BIS code for safe management of excreta at the containment stage of FSM service chain.

Women Self Help Groups (SHGs) formally take over FSTP operations in Baripada & Berhampur, Odisha.

BBC Media Action & EY support Housing & Urban Development Department, Govt of Odisha to roll-out ‘Malasur’ campaign across 114 ULBs in Odisha.

Mason training program on Co-Treatment of Septage and Faecal Sludge in Sewage Treatment Facilities – A voluntary guide for Engineers, Decision Makers and Technical Practitioners by Dorai Narayana, Technical Expert, Malaysia.
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